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Spring 2016
A time of renewal
This spring brings more than the usual sense of renewal to
CFTC. We’ve welcomed new staff into our CFTC family to
help us carry out our growing work in Ghana and Ethiopia,
including the RESULT and MILEAR projects, respectively.
And, we’ve launched a major new initiative in Canada with
thanks to the Slaight Family Foundation grant of $1-million
over four years to expand our Canadian programming to
20 new communities by 2020.

Saharan African. The effect of a particularly strong El Niño
has left millions of people in Ethiopia in need of food aid.
But even so, thanks to MILEAR’s small-scale irrigation
component, I walked through green and lush fields of
maize and sorghum (two particularly important crops for
food security), and new crops such as mung beans (being
encouraged in MILEAR for its nutritional and market value
– see “Changing the Pulse” on page 12).

I recently took part in both RESULT and MILEAR’s
annual planning and reporting workshops - events that I
was privileged to attend in Tamale (in northern Ghana) and
Kemisse (in northern Ethiopia). While visiting RESULT and
MILEAR project communities in each country, I had the
opportunity to experience first-hand both the increasingly
devastating impact of climate change, and at the same time
the tremendous resilience that – thanks to YOU – we’ve been
able to help build in these hard-working rural communities.
With the investments we’ve been able to make – with
support from the Government of Canada for RESULT and
MILEAR funding, and to those of you who’ve supported
these projects directly and indirectly – women, children and
men in northern Ghana and the eastern Amhara Region
of Ethiopia are surviving and thriving. This, despite the
cumulative effects that widespread poverty and climatic
challenges have had on families’ ability to grow enough food
to feed their families, and to earn enough income to send
their children to school and cover their basic needs.
To be sure, it’s not easy for these communities. In both
countries (and in Uganda, where we are also doing similar
food security work through local partners, although on
a slightly smaller scale), farmers spoke eloquently and
passionately about the climate adaptive farming skills they
are learning through these projects and how these skills have
been beneficial to them, boosting their crop yields and their
incomes, improving their families’ nutrition and life choices.
Still, even with their new weather forecasting skills and
increased capacity to fortify their soils and use best practice
farming techniques, too many are still at the mercy of
the inconsistent rains. The rains are late, right across sub2

For those of you who have been with us since the inception
of the CHANGE (Climate Change Adaptation in Northern
Ghana Enhanced) project in January 2013, you can imagine
how rewarding it has been to know the daily impact these
food security projects are making for tens of thousands of
farm families.
In May, I attended the CHANGE end-of-project Stakeholder
Learning Forum (see “Making CHANGE Happen” on page 4)
– during which a remarkable cross-section of local government
representatives, NGO partners, research institutions, academics
and CFTC staff, as well as passionate and committed
community members including women and men farmers,
presented the results of three-plus years of coordinated efforts.
I heard presenters tell the same incredible story of CHANGE:
how people joined together to learn and teach each other,
combat poverty and boost resilience, empower women to
gain a voice, and create the kind of climate-smart agricultural
productivity that has the power to sustain these communities
– and their children – for years to come.

I also had the opportunity to visit the communities in northern Ghana where the
RESULT project’s aquaculture program was in full force. This innovative program is
bringing new forms of protein and income to eight communities in northern Ghana.
Of particular note is that both women and men are involved in aquaculture – meaning
that household income is sure to rise. And when household income is strengthened
– particularly when women are included in income generating activities and decisionmaking over where the money is spent – children’s lives get better.
We can’t make the rains come on time. But we can – and have – made measurable
improvements to children’s lives through these projects and others. With your help,
compassion and commitment, we will continue to do so.
I remain hopeful and humbled in the face of the tremendous successes these communities
have achieved, and deeply grateful to each of you for your ongoing support to create a
world where children thrive, free from poverty. YOU are turning this vision into a reality.

thrive!
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This year your Impact Report is online!
To find out more about the impact you
had on children’s lives in 2015 by
supporting CFTC, please visit:
www.canadianfeedthechildren.ca/
myimpactreport

5.05 million meals & snacks
supporting healthy child
development and better learning
30,356 farmers received
agricultural training
21,807 farmers received seeds,
tools, plants, livestock, and other
farming basics
21,951 members are borrowing,
saving and earning income
45,573 students are attending
primary school
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MAKING CHANGE HAPPEN!
Multi-year, multi-million-dollar project boosts resilience to climate change for 400,000 smallholder farmers

“It was a watershed moment,” began CFTC’s President & CEO Debra Kerby, speaking at a May End-of-Project
Learning Forum held in Tamale, Ghana and referring to the 2013 start of the Climate Change in Northern Ghana
Enhanced (CHANGE) project. “Scores of community members participated enthusiastically in the project,
making CHANGE grow along with their crops. Women stepped into new leadership roles, gained voice within
their communities, and greater income generating opportunities. Thousands of farmers were trained directly
to use climate-adaptive farming techniques, and hundreds of thousands more were trained through radio
broadcasts. Everyone came together to make CHANGE happen.”
CHANGE, funded for two years by the Government of
Canada and extended to a third year thanks to the generous
contribution of CFTC supporters, represents an important
step forward for farm families in three of northern Ghana’s
most impoverished and climate-challenged regions. While
CFTC has worked for many years with regional partners to
provide agricultural inputs and training, and to help women
engage in alternative livelihoods (along with supporting
children’s education), CHANGE built upon that solid
foundation by incorporating environmental programming
into our food security work.

together with farmers to share and experiment with climatesmart strategies to boost family incomes and community
resilience – sometimes live and in person, sometimes
over the radio. “These innovative methods to disseminate
information and skills have allowed us to make significant and
sustainable inroads in addressing the pressing issue of climate
change and its impacts in northern Ghana,” Debra added.

And CHANGE has paid off: the results of an end-of-project
evaluation show that CHANGE has improved the resilience
and incomes of smallholder farmers in 17 communities in the
Upper East, Upper West and Northern Regions of Ghana (see
results in sidebar).
“CHANGE unleashed a new level of innovation and
collaboration,” Debra continued. The project’s approach
to complementing in-person skills training with radio
broadcasts bridged a big gap in agricultural extension
services prevalent throughout the vast area of northern
Ghana. CHANGE brought government and researchers
4

While the CHANGE project is now over, the best practices
will continue to make a positive impact on smallholder
farm families in northern Ghana. The project placed

great emphasis on participatory, community involvement
which increases sustainability. Through Farmer-based
Organizations (FBOs), community leaders were trained
to conduct climate vulnerability assessments and land use
plans in each of the 17 communities. These are updated
annually and the findings brought forward to local
government representatives, so that they can be integrated
into municipal, district and regional planning and budgets.

Leveraging Local Know-How
Energy-saving stoves were
adopted by CHANGE
in its second year, and
their implementation has
been embraced by project
and other communities.
The stoves have multiple
benefits. They use less
wood so they reduce
pressure on local trees for
fuel, which has helped
reduce the deforestation
that destabilizes the delicate environment and soil quality.
By more efficiently burning wood, the stoves also reduce
women’s (and girls’) labour – both in collecting firewood
and in cooking. Most critically, the stoves reduce health risks
for women and children as a result of lowered exposure to
smoke. And finally, they are increasing income – the stoves
use local materials and labour and are constructed and sold
right in the communities where they are used.
Other indigenous initiatives are having similar benefits: mud
silos used for seed storage have received excellent uptake. Mud
silos maintain seed quality for longer, so farmers are able to
minimize crop loss and sell higher quality seeds at a higher
price. Unlike metal fabricated silos, which are manufactured in
the south and shipped to northern communities, mud silos use
indigenous knowledge and materials, are less costly, and store a
larger variety of seeds – reasons that have led to their enthusiastic
adoption across most of the 17 project communities.
CHANGE’s Climate-Seeds-Knowledge (CSK) initiative has
also made a groundbreaking difference – particularly to the
women of the Northern Region. Through CSK, women
farmers have revived 10 varieties of indigenous, droughtresilient seeds. Produce from the seeds is sold locally, boosting
women’s incomes directly and the seeds themselves are also
sold, enhancing women’s profiles within communities as the

holders of important indigenous knowledge. Well-adapted
to northern Ghana’s drought-prone climate, these seeds have
the potential to address food security in northern Ghana
sustainably and for the long term.
Like energy-saving stoves and mud silos, the CSK project has a
bright future and has already made a great impact on northern
Ghana’s farm families. Ongoing collaboration between CFTC,
all CHANGE partners and the communities will ensure
that these practices remain vital elements of climate change
adaptation in these 17 project communities and beyond.

CHANGE made change!
An end-of-project evaluation revealed some of
CHANGE’s significant successes:
· 100% of FBO leaders reported understanding
climate change, its effects and adaptation measures
· 93% (66% female) of farmers tested one or more
climate-smart agricultural method, far exceeding the
target of 75%
· 95% (66% female) who implemented CSA
strategies (e.g., planting across/along slopes,
mulching, using organic fertilizer) reported
increased farm productivity
· 90% of farmers reported increases in their incomes
as a result of using CSA practices
· 98% of women saw their incomes rise from
increased participation in agricultural activities
· Farmers were trained on improved post-harvest
storage facilities (cleaning, drying, pesticide use,
stocking procedures) which reduced post-harvest
losses by an estimated 70%
· 2,305 smallholder farmers (67% female) are using
energy-saving stoves to reduce climate hazards, women’s
labour, and health risks to women and children
· Close to 400,000 farmers learned CSA techniques,
weather forecasting, and market information from
participatory radio programs
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Raymond’s Story
By Byabasaija Abdallah
Executive Director, CEDO
Byabasaija Abdallah is the Executive Director of
CEDO – an award winning NGO that operates in
Uganda’s Masindi District and a CFTC local partner
since 2010. Abdallah recently visited Raymond, a
young boy whose life has been changed by donors
like you, and he wanted to share his story.
Raymond is only eight years old, but his short life has been
full of adult worries. His mother suffers from acute epilepsy
and despite trying her best, she has been unable to take care
of Raymond. Raymond lives with his grandmother and his
six other siblings, and I visited him recently at his family
home: a small, grassy compound with four huts.
I found Raymond helping his grandmother pound
dry cassava for the next meal. It was clear Raymond’s
grandmother, a widow and a farmer, works very hard to
provide for the family. With only a few crops to grow and
sell, it has not been easy for her.
When I first met Raymond three years ago, he was
showing signs of undernutrition. He suffered from hair
loss – a sign of nutritional deficiency – and he was often sick.
He acted out at school and at home, and struggled to make
friends. He couldn’t concentrate in class and wasn’t learning.
His grandmother was very upset, and didn’t know what to do.
When I see children facing these challenges – which I often
do in my role with CEDO and Canadian Feed The Children
– it can be heartbreaking. I am sure you have felt the same
way at times because there is so much need in the world,
and it can be difficult to know how best to help.
Raymond faced many of the cognitive, health and social
deficits caused by malnutrition. This is the same reality
that many children face in communities around the
world, including here in Uganda.
When Raymond’s grandmother reached out to us for help
three years ago, I had Raymond placed in the local Early
Childhood Development Centre. This centre not only
educates children in a safe environment, it also provides
daily nutrition through a school food program.
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The school food program has become a lifeline for Raymond,
who is now able to eat three nutritious meals a day.
During my last visit to Raymond’s home, his grandmother
could not hide her happiness. She told me, smiling:
“Raymond is strong, and rarely falls sick compared to before –
thanks to the feeding program.”
Raymond completed the 2015 school year ranking at
the top of his class, and - thanks to CFTC donors - his
grandmother is better able to provide for her family. She
now participates in a livestock program, which has provided
her with goats and training on rearing them for sale.
Raymond’s school food program has also removed the
burden of feeding one extra child and has allowed family
resources to be better shared by his siblings.
Today, Raymond is no longer the same child I met
three years ago. While he still faces challenges, and his
grandmother continues to fight for the well-being of her
grandchildren, our donors have made sure that Raymond
has his basic needs met. That has given Raymond the
opportunity to live a healthy childhood and fully achieve his
potential in school. Now Raymond, his grandmother, and
his mother have hope for his future.

Zoe’s Toy Emporium for Kids
Zoe learned about the importance of nutrition and
food security through Canadian Feed The Children’s
partnership with her community. This past winter
she decided to give back and help other children in
communities in Africa who are working towards the
same goal.

Students at Zoe’s school, along with the broader community,
have benefited from the partnership with CFTC through
the development of a culturally meaningful, holistic food
security program. The program includes school breakfast
and lunch, in-class nutrition education, family outreach,
intergenerational activities with community elders, a school
garden and a new Fresh for Less program providing the
community with affordable healthy food. In all of these
activities, a key focus is on empowering youth to make
changes in their own lives and communities by giving them
the support and tools to do so.
The students at Cape Croker Elementary School have
shown incredible leadership skills and have quickly become
nutrition advocates for their own community. After seeing
the positive change on her peers and in her community, Zoe
decided this past winter to connect with children in different
communities in Africa by fundraising for their food security
programs through CFTC.

Zoe is from Chippewas of Nawash Unceded First Nation – a
community located on the Saugeen (Bruce) Peninsula – and
one that CFTC has been partnering with to improve local
food security since 2013.
“A large number of our families in the community are living
below the poverty line and struggle to make ends meet,” Debbie
Chegahno, the principal at Cape Croker Elementary
School told us. “There are still a large number of children
who do not bring lunches on a regular basis or do not bring
healthy food. This is a direct result of the low income earnings
in the community, the high price of food, and the lack of
transportation.”

At the school’s recent Nutrition Project Fundraising Bazaar,
Zoe rented a vendor’s table and set up “Zoe’s Toy Emporium”
where she sold used toys and homemade Christmas crafts
and raised $47. She excitedly donated it through CFTC’s
Best.Gift.Ever gift catalogue, purchasing livestock and other
much needed supplies for children all over the world. Zoe was
surprised to learn that three chickens can produce more than
1,000 eggs for one family – and upon realizing the impact she
could have on other children’s lives said: “I guess I better start
fundraising more!”
CFTC is grateful to Zoe for her generosity, and for being
a heartwarming reminder of the sustainable, global change
you support when you make a difference in children’s lives.

You can make a difference just like
Zoe! Browse the catalogue today at
www.BestGiftEver.ca.
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Helping women
farm better
Keeping children safe, providing for their needs, and
giving them the opportunities they deserve to flourish
are the hopes of parents all over the world. But
mothers, in particular, face many barriers in providing
for their children’s needs in communities that are
affected by long-term poverty and the impacts of
climate change.
In many of the communities in which we work around
the world, unprecedented changes in rainfall patterns have
created extreme conditions that make subsistence farming
– that is, growing food to feed your family – extremely
difficult and growing enough to earn a sustainable income
impossible. The hunger gap leaves vulnerable farm families
faced with selling off valuable assets to survive until they can
plant and harvest once again.
Women bear the brunt of the impacts of climate change
and have the fewest resources to break free of the cycle of
poverty. As a result they – and their children – are affected
most severely by the hunger gap:
Women lack equal access to resources (such as improved
seeds, fertilizers and equipment), credit, training, income,
and land. This results in yields that are often 20 to 30 per
cent lower than their male counterparts.
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Women lack equal access to markets and the skills to
take advantage of them. They are also often still confined
to growing domestic-use crops rather than cash crops,
inhibiting their income-earning potential even further.
Systemic and persistent gender inequalities create
barriers to development for women. In sub-Saharan
Africa, women are primarily responsible for growing and
preparing food and raising livestock. But it is also their
responsibility to be the caretaker for children and the
ill in their families, and plant, harvest and tend to their
husband’s crops before their own. This creates a significant
time and labour burden and traps women – and their
female children – in cyclical poverty that is the result of
systemic inequalities.
But, there is hope! Within each of these very real obstacles
are the seeds of change.
Canadian Feed The Children is working to close the hunger
gap for tens of thousands of farm women. With donor
support, we are achieving significant increases in agricultural
productivity, helping to create sustainable agricultural (and
alternate) livelihoods, and advancing women’s equality in
countries like Ghana, Uganda and in Ethiopia (which is
facing one of the worst droughts in 50 years).

In CFTC communities, women farmers who have received
support have been able to double their crop yields and feed
their families reliably. This is occurring even in areas most
severely affected by drought. On a recent visit to Ethiopia,
CFTC’s President & CEO Debra Kerby met farm families
whose fields were thriving, thanks to irrigation systems that
have freed them from dependency on rain-fed agriculture,
and drought-resistant seeds than have enabled them to plant
multiple crops per year based on market demand.

Mwinpog has farmed her entire life (as a daughter of
farmers, she was never given the opportunity to attend
school) and she told us about the changes in climate she
has seen: “Changes in the rainfall pattern and prolonged
drought have decreased my crop yields over the years,” she
explained. “There were certain times of the year we did not
have enough food available to eat.”
Mwinpog received agricultural training, drought-resistant
seeds, and market knowledge thanks to CFTC supporters.
She participated in workshops to learn more about climate
change issues and she was given technical training on
agricultural practices that have helped her grow more crops
despite dry conditions. Mwinpog also received droughtresistant seeds and guidance on diversifying her crops.

In northern Ghana, women are achieving similar success at
countering the challenges that climate change is bringing.
One of these women is Mwinpog Dan-yi – a farmer and
45-year-old single mother of five. Before CFTC came to her
community, Mwinpog and her family had to survive from
what she could grow from her small plot of land and from
rearing a few pigs. She was never able to produce enough.
Without a surplus from her fields to sell in the market,
she could not feed her family of five and her dependent
mother regularly. She could not cover the cost of school
fees for her children. Her family lived in a precarious state
of vulnerability.
“There have been times I was unable to feed my family,”
she told us when we visited her home last month. “I had
to scratch the surface of the earth daily to put food on the
table for my five children and aged mother.”

Now, she grows groundnut (traditionally, a ‘woman’s
crop’) and maize (grown as a cash crop). This past season,
she doubled her maize yield, which brought in more
than twice the income she had earned previously. She
no longer fears being unable to feed her children or send
them to school. She has new skills and confidence, and a
foundation to build a more prosperous future for herself
and her children.
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ETHIOPIA

These children’s families benefit from #irrigation systems
in the Eastern Amhara Region of Ethiopia - helping to
grow more food and fight against #drought!

GHANA
Mothers in northern #Ghana have
learned new skills to earn an
income, feed their children, and
take care of their family!
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CFTC in the field!
Follow Canadian Feed The Children
into the field on our NEW Instagram
account! @inthefield_CFTC
You’ll be able to follow along as we visit
children and their schools, meet some of
our committed partners who help change
communities, and see the incredible impact
you’re having on children’s lives in Canada
and around the world.
You don’t need an Instagram account to
join in on the fun - just check out
www.instagram.com/inthefield_CFTC to see
what we’ve been up to!

Kevin McGregor, Program
Operations Manager,
checked in with Raymond
on his recent monitoring
trip to Uganda. CFTC’s
school food program
helped change his life.
#helpingchildrenthrive

UGANDA
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Farming:

Changing the pulse
Ahmed lives in Shekla village in the Eastern Amhara
Region of Ethiopia. He has four children – two sons
and two daughters – all of whom he tries to keep in
school. Before Canadian Feed The Children’s food
security project MILEAR came to his community
he struggled to take care of his family. MILEAR
introduced him to the benefits of farming and eating
pulses, something he had never heard of doing before.

Ahmed isn’t the only one who hadn’t heard of farming pulses
before – many Canadians may not recognize their name despite
them being at the grocery store - and that’s why the United
Nations declared 2016 as the International Year of the Pulses.
The goal is to help farmers and consumers around the world
learn the benefit of growing, farming and eating pulses.
What are pulses? Edible seeds of plants in the
legume family including chickpeas, lentils, dry
peas and beans. They are drought-resistant and
high-yielding crops, rich in nutrients.
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Community members identified Ahmed’s family as one that
needed MILEAR’s support in 2014. Ahmed was introduced
to the benefits of growing and eating pulses, and in particular,
he learned about growing mung bean. Mung bean – like
many pulses, are a drought-resistant, high-yielding crop that
also enhances soil fertility.
Ahmed learned that mung beans and other pulses need
significantly less water to grow than maize or peanuts, and that
pulses like mung beans contain two to three times as much
protein as cereals like wheat, corn and rice. Pulses provide
nutrition that can be life-changing in the Eastern Amhara
Region of Ethiopia where Ahmed lives, as it faces its worst
drought in over fifty years with hunger rates expected to rise.
He was trained to improve organic compost production, postharvest handling, climate change mitigation techniques and
he was sensitized on the importance of gender equality. These
are necessarily skills for Ahmed and other smallholder farmers
so they can improve their farming practices and design their
agricultural production based on market-linkages.
Pulses like mung bean can bring in a much higher price at
the market – as high as two to three times higher than cereals
– which can help Ahmed earn more money to support his
family’s needs.
With MILEAR’s support Ahmed successfully harvested mung
bean for the first time and earned 4200 birr ($280 CAD) at
market. He used the extra income to improve his family’s home
and to ensure his children can continue attending school.

Green bean, green life

Ahmed and his family also quickly discovered the richness
and nutritional value of mung bean. “Mung bean is not a crop,
but rather butter,” he told us in good humour. The energy
his family gets from eating mung bean (for him, it’s rich
like butter!) has encouraged them to begin cooking with it
regularly and has helped improve his children’s health.

Ahmed had only ever produced staple crops like maize on his
less than half-acre of land before. Maize does not provide the
nutrition a growing family needs and it often doesn’t sell for
a high price at market. To supplement the family’s income,
Ahmed and his wife have to work as day labourers to earn
extra money. It has been very hard on them.

Ahmed is just one of many farmers in CFTC project
communities in Ethiopia and the northern regions of Ghana
who are benefiting from growing, selling and eating nutritious
pulses. By growing mung beans – small little green beans
packed with a big punch – Ahmed has been able to give his
family a better life.

Happy graduation, Limber!
“I love my teachers because they love me and teach
me many things,” seven-year-old Limber told us when
we recently visited him in his family home. We went to
see him to celebrate his recent graduation from early
childhood education to grade one, and to speak to him
and his parents about his success at school.

As one of seven children from a farm family that is just
trying to survive, Limber’s graduation is a big achievement.
Limber lives in a rural community in Bolivia located two
hours by dirt road from the nearest city of Sucre. He and his
six siblings live with their parents in a small home made of
bricks and clay. Both of his parents work hard for the family
to live off of what they produce in the fields.
His family is warm and welcoming, and despite not having
much to offer they have a big heart for visitors.
For Limber and his family, the Early Childhood
Development (ECD) classroom at school and his teacher
Ms. Karina have been a lifeline. Giving Limber somewhere
safe to go during the day while his parents work in the
fields, and giving him the opportunity to develop social,
motor and cognitive skills has helped set him on the right
path to pursue a different future if he chooses than his
parents - neither of whom had the opportunity to receive
any formal education.
“Without school, Limber would not know how to read or
write, or how to defend himself in life,” Limber’s father

Zacarians explained. “If not for the ECD classroom, Limber
would have stayed home not doing anything.”
As a CFTC sponsored child, Limber and his family
benefit from having his school supplies and other basic
needs provided for. Limber and his classmates also receive
nutritious meals at school, which has helped him develop
and focus on learning, and has relieved his parents of
providing an extra meal for him each day.
Limber’s parents, along with others in their community,
have participated in CFTC-funded workshops on
childhood nutrition and other important topics. Ms.
Karina – Limber’s dedicated teacher – has been trained
and supported to specialize in early childhood education
so that Limber and his classmates have access to quality
education in their own village.

“Ms. Karina played a very important role in his
success at school. She helped my son to learn many
things,” Zacarians told us. “Her devotion to the
children has meant a lot to me.”
For a child from a remote community like Limber’s, having
a trained teacher and dedicated resources can make all the
difference. For Limber, it has meant that his most formative
years were spent in a warm and loving classroom, where he is
getting a solid foundation to grow and pursue his dreams –
whatever they may be.
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Water is life
“I hated going to school because of the lack of privacy,”
said Laela, a Grade 7 student from Kirkos Sub-City,
outside Addis Ababa, Ethiopia. “The doors of the old
latrine were broken, walls were cracked, and the roof
ruined. Since boys were around the toilet, it was so
hard for me to use, even with the fear that something
unexpected would happen to me.”

Each year on March 22, we celebrate World Water Day. Water
is at the core of sustainable development, and is essential to
human and environmental health and well-being.
We see the impact of water – or the lack of it – on the lives
of children every day in the communities in which we work.
In particular, the lack of water impacts girls at their most
critical and vulnerable age: as they enter puberty and the
pressures to drop out of school mount.
Girls face many barriers to education: from child marriage, to
the undervaluing of girls’ education, to the practical realities
of needing to take care of personal health and hygiene where
there are no safe, private facilities to do so. As a result, girls
reaching the age of 12 or 13 begin to drop out of school, as
Laela almost did. And the cycle of poverty persists.
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Thanks to generous CFTC donors, Laela and thousands of
girls like her now benefit from safe, private and hygienic
latrines at school. This support has been critical in helping
to provide access to safe, clean water and sanitation facilities
and to make sure that children have access to quality
education, better health, and better life outcomes.
Small improvements to the availability of a water source
for drinking can immediately reduce the need for girls to
spend hours a day fetching water, preventing them from
attending school. For example, with a new water source
located at her school, 13-year-old Emebet, from Woliso,
Ethiopia, brings containers from home and spends her day
in class instead of walking long distances.
“The new toilet has good water access, so it takes no
more than 15 minutes to get water,” Emebet explained.
Since a latrine with a reliable water source was built at
her school, Emebet’s life has changed significantly, and
so have the lives of her girlfriends at school.
“It improves our health, we can concentrate on our education,
we don’t miss our classes, and we are happy,” she said.

Providing adequate cooking and safe food preparation
facilities is also essential so that nutritious food can be
prepared and offered in schools – where it is often the
only healthy meal of the day for many students. These
meals – often, a cup of porridge in the morning; lentils or
other legumes in a stew for lunch – make it possible for
children to learn better, and reduce pressure on families
who can then share scarce resources more equitably
among other vulnerable family members.

Teachers like Mme. Frehiwot Dejene (centre, with Emebet on
right) play a crucial role in providing girls with health and hygiene
support as they enter adolescence.

The availability of clean water for drinking and hygiene
– and support for proper hygiene practices from trained
teachers – can reduce the incidence of illness in school and
absenteeism as a result. “I would have quit school,” Emebet
admitted, after listing the countless times she had gotten
sick and missed school – something she says was caused by
sharing a limited supply of water bottles with friends and
from not having water to wash her hands.

Madame Frehiwot Dejene has been a teacher and mentor
to young women in Ethiopia for over 30 years, and she is
the coach for the girls’ club at Emebet’s school. She helps
raise discussions with her students about reproductive
health, hygiene practices, and the importance of sanitation.
Madame Frehiwot has witnessed the significant impact
school latrines and water access can have on girls’
education, and she is grateful to CFTC donors for
helping change her students’ lives before it is too late:
“On behalf of me and the school I would like to say
‘thank you’ for the support to address our school
problems just in time.”

“Now that the school is better supplied, I am able to
attend regularly. I will complete my education through
Grade 8 in this school and will pass on to high school to
continue my education.”

It may look humble, but this well-constructed, safe and
clean latrine saves girls’ futures.

From the simple need for a well-maintained latrine which
has the profound impact on keeping girls like Laela or
Emebet in school, to the broader reach that an irrigation
system can have on a community and a country like
Ethiopia in crisis, one thing is clear: water is life.
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Hunger doesn’t end in the summer and YOU can help!

HAVE FUN IN THE SUN
AND FUNDRAISE!
Bring your friends and family together this
summer and help feed children in Canada
and around the world! The possibilities are
endless - plan a barbeque, street party, or
golf tournament and make it extra
meaningful by raising funds for CFTC.
To learn more, create a personal
fundraising page and download
free resources:
www.canadianfeedthechildren.ca/
ways-to-help/fundraise

EMPLOYER GIFT
MATCHING
Did you know you can
DOUBLE or even TRIPLE
the impact of your gift to
CFTC? And it won’t cost
you anything!
Many companies across
Canada match their
employee’s charitable
contributions. Some will even
match donations made by
retirees, employee spouses and
board members! Learn more
by contacting your human
resources department today!

